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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to derive L p-Lq estimates for strictly hyperbolic
equations with time-dependent coefficients which are of Lipschitz class. Further-
more, L p-Lq estimates for Kirchhoff equation can be obtained by applying the
Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem.
1. Introduction
Let us consider the following strictly hyperbolic Cauchy problem of second order:
(2t   c(t)21)u(x , t) = 0, (x , t) 2 Rn  R,
u(x , 0) = u0(x), t u(x , 0) = u1(x), x 2 Rn ,(L)
where c(t) is positive on R, t = =t and 1 is Laplacian in Rn defined by 1 =
Pn
j=1 
2
=x2j . In this paper we shall derive L p-Lq decay estimates of solutions both
to (L) and to the Cauchy problem of Kirchhoff equation.
In the case when c(t)  const., L p-Lq estimates are well-known in [16, 17] (cf. [3,
9, 14, 18]), while the treatment of time-dependent case is very delicate. In fact, Reissig
and Smith obtained the L p-Lq estimates for (L) in the case when c(t) is bounded,
sufficiently smooth and oscillating (see [15]). The core of their argument is to gain
the WKB representation of solutions to the ordinary differential equation correspond-
ing to (L) through the Fourier transform, and apply the stationary phase method to
the Fourier images. But then, the method in [15] is not effective in the case when
c(t) 2 C1, since we cannot construct, in general, the WKB representation of solutions.
Fortunately, the another representation formulae have been obtained through the theory
of asymptotic integrations of ordinary differential equations (see [11, 12]), and an ap-
plication of the stationary phase method to these representation formulae gives L p-Lq
estimates. But we note that there is a quite difference between these two representation
formulae. Actually, the amplitude functions in the WKB representation of solutions be-
long to S01,0 (Hörmander’s class) in the high frequency part, while the ones in asymp-
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totic integrations method belong to S00,0, which would cause to need a more delicate
analysis to gain the decay in t in high frequency region.
As to L p-Lq estimates for Kirchhoff equation, D’Ancona and Spagnolo obtained
them by reducing the principal term of linear equation to the D’Alembertian operator
through the Liouville transform (see [5]). But this can be done only if the data have
compact supports, since their argument is essentially based on the finite propagation
property of linear hyperbolic equations. Such a condition is too restrictive, hence our
second aim is to remove this condition on data (see §4). On accout of these estimates,
we can obtain the global existence theorem of non-linearly perturbed Kirchhoff equa-
tion without any compactly supported condition on data, contrary to [5], and will be
discussed in a forthcoming paper [13].
We make the following assumption on c(t):
Assumption A. The function c(t) is of class Liploc(R) and satisfies
(i) inft2R c(t) > 0,
(ii) (1 + jt j)nc0(t) 2 L1(R).
In order to state results, we introduce the notation used in this paper. For s 2 R
and 1  p  1, let ˙H s, p(Rn) and H s, p(Rn) be the Riesz and Bessel potential spaces
which are the subspaces of S 0 = S 0(Rn) (the space of tempered distributions on Rn) with
semi-norm or norm
kuk ˙H s, p(Rn ) = kF
 1[j js uˆ( )]kL p(Rn )  kjDjsukL p(Rn ),
kukH s, p(Rn ) = kF 1[his uˆ( )]kL p(Rn )  khDisukL p(Rn ),
respectively. Here ˆ denotes the Fourier transform, F 1 is its inverse and hi =
p
1 + j j2.
Throughout this paper, we fix the notation as follows:
˙H s, p = ˙H s, p(Rn), H s, p = H s, p(Rn), ˙H s = ˙H s,2(Rn), H s = H s,2(Rn).
We denote by C the various constants changing from line to line.
Our result reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let n  2. Suppose that c(t) satisfies Assumption A. Let 1 < p 
2  q < +1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1. Then each solution u(x , t) of the problem (L) has the
following properties:
k
j
t 

x u(  , t)kLq  C(1 + jt j) ((n 1)=2)(1=p 1=q)
X
i=0,1
kuikH N p + j+jj i , p
for j = 0, 1, 2 and every multi-index  = (1, : : : , n) with j + jj  1 as long as the
norms of data are finite, where Np = ((3n + 1)=2)(1=p   1=q).
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This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we develop the asymptotic integrations
of ordinary differential equations. In §3 we will prove Theorem 1.1, and in the last
section we will present L p-Lq estimates for the Kirchhoff equation.
2. Asymptotic integration of ODE
By applying the Fourier transform on Rnx to problem (L), we get
v
00 + c(t)2j j2v = 0, ( 0 = t ).(2.1)
In this section we introduce an asymptotic integration of equation (2.1) along the ar-
gument of Ascoli [1] and Wintner [19] (see also [11, 12]). In the following we shall
use the notation:
#(t) =
Z t
0
c( ) d .
We set
W ( , t) =

v0( , t) v1( , t)
v
0
0( , t) v01( , t)

= fundamental matrix of the ODE (2.1).
This means that v0( , t) is the solution of (2.1) with v0( , 0) = 1, v00( , 0) = 0, while
v1( , t) is the solution of (2.1) with v1( , 0) = 0, v01( , 0) = 1. Hence the solution v( , t)
of (2.1) can be written by
(2.2)

v( , t)
v
0( , t)

= W ( , t)

v( , 0)
v
0( , 0)

.
We introduce some notation as follows:
Y ( , t) =
0
B
B

cos(#(t)j j) sin(#(t)j j)
c(0)j j
 c(t)j j sin(#(t)j j) c(t) cos (#(t)j j)
c(0)
1
C
C
A
= fundamental matrix of the perturbed ODE:
w
00
 
c0(t)
c(t) w
0 + c(t)2j j2w = 0.(2.3)
Hence,
Y ( , 0) = I , detY ( , t) = c(t)
c(0) ,
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Y ( , t) 1 =
0
B
B

cos(#(t)j j)   sin(#(t)j j)
c(t)j j
c(0)j j sin(#(t)j j) c(0) cos(#(t)j j)
c(t)
1
C
C
A
.
Since c0(t) decays, in general, as t ! 1, we may call (2.3) the perturbed equation
of (2.1). Notice that Y ( , t) and W ( , t) satisfy the equations
(2.4) t Y ( , t) = A0( , t)Y ( , t), t W ( , t) = A( , t)W ( , t),
respectively, where we set
A0( , t) =
0

0 1
 c(t)2j j2 c
0(t)
c(t)
1
A, A( , t) =

0 1
 c(t)2j j2 0

.
In what follows, for non-negative functions f (x) and g(x), we denote f (x)  Cg(x)
by f . g, where C > 0 is a certain constant.
Then we prove
Lemma 2.1 (see Ascoli [1] and Wintner [19]). Suppose Assumption A. Then
there exists limt!1fY ( , t) 1W ( , t)g, which is C1 in  2 Rn n 0. Putting
(2.5) Q( , t) = Y ( , t) 1W ( , t) =

a0( , t) a1( , t)
b0( , t) b1( , t)

,
we have
(2.6) sup
t2R
jal ( , t)j . j j l , sup
t2R
jbl( , t)j . j j1 l , l = 0, 1.
Furthermore, Q( , t) satisfies the following initial value problem
(2.7) t Q( , t) = C( , t)Q( , t), Q( , 0) = I ,
where
(2.8) C( , t) =  c
0(t)
c(t)
0
B
B

sin2(#(t)j j)   sin(2#(t)j j)
2c(0)j j
 
1
2
c(0)j j sin(2#(t)j j) cos2(#(t)j j)
1
C
C
A
.
Proof. The existence of limt!1fY ( , t) 1W ( , t)g follows from the argument
of [1, 19], and we may omit its proof. Differentiating (2.5) and using (2.4) we get
t Q( , t) = Y ( , t) 1(A( , t)  A0( , t))Y ( , t)Q( , t).
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It can be readily checked that
Y ( , t) 1(A( , t)  A0( , t))Y ( , t) = C( , t),
which proves (2.7).
Since W ( , t) = Y ( , t)Q( , t), we can write
vl ( , t) = al ( , t) cos(#(t)j j) + bl ( , t) sin(#(t)j j)
c(0)j j ,(2.9)
v
0
l ( , t) =  c(t)j jal ( , t) sin(#(t)j j) +
c(t)
c(0)bl ( , t) cos(#(t)j j),(2.10)
for l = 0, 1. By the standard energy method we have the hyperbolic energy estimates:
(2.11) jv0l ( , t)j2 + c(t)2j j2jvl ( , t)j2  e
R +1
 1
2jc0( )j=c( ) d (c(0)j j)2(1 l).
On the other hand, multiplying (2.9) by c(t)j j and combining (2.10), we get, for
l = 0, 1,
jv
0
l ( , t)j2 + c(t)2j j2jvl ( , t)j2 = c(t)2j j2jal ( , t)j2 +
c(t)2
c(0)2 jbl ( , t)j
2
.
Hence this equation and (2.11) imply that
c(t)2
c(0)2 ja0( , t)j
2 +
c(t)2
c(0)4 j j
 2
jb0( , t)j2  e
R +1
 1
2jc0( )j=c( ) d
,(2.12)
c(t)2j j2ja1( , t)j2 + c(t)
2
c(0)2 jb1( , t)j
2
 e
R +1
 1
2ljc0( )j=c( ) d
.(2.13)
Thus the estimates (2.6) follow from (2.12)–(2.13). The proof of Lemma 2.1 is now
complete.
Summarizing the above argument, we conclude that the solution v( , t) =  v( ,t)
v
0( ,t)

of (2.1) with data v0( ) =
 
v( ,0)
v
0( ,0)

is represented by
v( , t) = Y ( , t)Q( , t)v0( ).
Since the solution u(x , t) of our problem (L) is represented by
u(x , t) = F 1[v0( , t)uˆ0( ) + v1( , t)uˆ1( )](x),
t u(x , t) = F 1[v00( , t)uˆ0( ) + v01( , t)uˆ1( )](x),
we arrive at the following:
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Proposition 2.2. Suppose that c(t) satisfies Assumption A. Let u = u(x , t) solve
the problem (L). Then the Fourier transforms uˆ( , t) and uˆ0( , t) can be represented by
uˆ( , t) = a( , t) cos(#(t)j j) + b( , t) sin(#(t)j j),
uˆ0( , t) =  c(t)a( , t)j j sin(#(t)j j) + c(t)b( , t)j j cos(#(t)j j)
for t 2 R, where
a( , t) =
X
l=0,1
al ( , t)uˆl ( ), b( , t) = 1
c(0)j j
X
l=0,1
bl ( , t)uˆl ( ).
The next aim is to gain the estimates of higher order derivatives of amplitude func-
tions with respect to  (see Lemma 2.5 below), which will be used to develop the
stationary phase method. Go back to the initial value problem (2.7). Then it follows
from the theory of ordinary differential equations that Q( , t) can be written by Picard
series:
(2.14) Q( , t) = I +
Z t
0
C( , 1) d1 +
Z t
0
C( , 1) d1
Z
1
0
C( , 2) d2 +    ,
where C( , t) is given by (2.8).
We prepare the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.3. Let c jk( , t), j , k = 1, 2, be the entries of matrix C( , t). Then, for
every multi-index  with jj  1 and j , k = 1, 2, we have
(2.15) j

c jk( , t)j . 2(t)j jk  j , j j  1,
where we set
2

(t) =
X
1jjjj
j#(t)jjjjc0(t)j
c(t) .
Proof. Noting
(2.16) 

j j


.
1
j j
jj 1 ,




r




j j





.
1
j j
jj
,








1
j j





.
1
j j
jj+1
for jj  1, we get
(2.17) 

sin(2#(t)j j), 

cos(2#(t)j j) .
X
1jjjj
j#(t)jjjj jjj jj.
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If j j  1, then the left-hand side of (2.17) is uniformly bounded in  . Hence (2.15)
is true for c11( , t) and c22( , t), since
sin2(#(t)j j) = 1
2
(1  cos(2#(t)j j)),
cos2(#(t)j j) = 1
2
(1 + cos(2#(t)j j)).
Writing f ( , t) = j j sin(2#(t)j j) and g( , t) = j j 1 sin(2#(t)j j), we prove by in-
duction,
(2.18) j

f ( , t)j .
X
1jjjj
j#(t)jjjj j, j

g( , t)j .
X
1jjjj
j#(t)jjjj j 1
for every  with jj  1 and j j  1. We suppose that (2.18) holds for  with jj =
1, : : : , jj   1. Then we have, by the Leibniz rule,
X
0jjjj
C
,


 

1
j j




f ( , t) = 

sin(2#(t)j j),(2.19)
X
0jjjj
C
,( 

j j)

g( , t) = 

sin(2#(t)j j).(2.20)
Using (2.16)–(2.17) and (2.19)–(2.20), we conclude that (2.18) is true for  = . Thus
(2.15) is also true for c12( , t) and c21( , t). The proof is complete.
The following lemma is well-known.
Lemma 2.4. Let f (t) 2 B(R) and F(t , s) be satisfied with
F(t , s) = 1 +
Z t
s
f (1) d1 +
Z t
s
f (1) d1
Z
1
s
f (2) d2 +    .
Then F(t , s) = e
R t
s
f ( ) d
.
Recalling 2

(t) in Lemma 2.3, we have the following:
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that c(t) satisfies Assumption A. Then, for j j  1 and ev-
ery multi-index  with 1  jj  n, the following estimates hold for l = 0, 1:
sup
t2R
j


al ( , t)j .

e
R
1
 1
2

( ) d
  1

j j
 l
,
sup
t2R
j


bl ( , t)j .

e
R
1
 1
2

( ) d
  1

j j
1 l
.
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Proof. Notice that the behaviour of (m + 1)-th term (m  1) in the right-hand side
of (2.14) with respect to  is similar to m-th power C( , t)m of C( , t), and C( , t)m
is given by
C( , t)m =

c0(t)
c(t)
m p11( , t) p12( , t)j j 1
p21( , t)j j p22( , t)

, m 2 N,
where p jk( , t), j , k = 1, 2, are polynomials of sin(#(t)j j) and cos(#(t)j j). Hence,
taking account of this observation and Lemma 2.3, we deduce from (2.14) that Q( , t) =
(q jk( , t)) j ,k=1,2 satisfies
(2.21) j

q jk( , t)j . j jk  j

Z
jt j
0
2

(1) d1 +
Z
jt j
0
2

(1) d1
Z
1
0
2

(2) d2 +   

for j j  1 and jj  1. Now, in view of our assumptions, we have
R
1
 1
2

( ) d <
+1 for jj  n, and hence, applying Lemma 2.4 to (2.21), we get, for j j  1,
j


q jk( , t)j .

e
R
1
 1
2

( ) d
  1

j j
k  j
, j , k = 1, 2.
Taking account of this estimate and recalling equation (2.5) from Lemma 2.1, we arrive
at the desired estimates. This ends the proof of Lemma 2.5.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The idea of proof is similar to [15] (see also [14]). Proposition 2.2 assures that
the solution of the Cauchy problem (L) is of the form
u(x , t) = 1
2
X
l=0,1
F 1

(ei#(t)j j + e i#(t)j j)al ( , t)uˆl( )
+ (ei#(t)j j   e i#(t)j j) bl ( , t)
ic(0)j j uˆl ( )

(x).
To simplify the notation we consider the Fourier transform of the model multiplier
F 1[ei#(t)j ja( , t)'ˆ( )](x),
where a( , t) is defined by
either al ( , t)j jl or bl ( , t)j j 1+l
for l = 0, 1. Then taking account of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5, we may assume that
(3.1) sup
t2R,2Rn
ja( , t)j  C1, sup
t2R,j j1
j


a( , t)j  C2, 1  jj  n,
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for some C1, C2 > 0.
We often use the Littlewood-Paley theorem.
Lemma 3.1 ([8] (Theorem 1.11)). Let f = f ( ) be a tempered distribution on
Rn

(n  1) such that
sup
0<l<+1
lb measf ; j f ( )j  lg < +1
for some 1 < b < +1. Then the convolution operator with F 1[ f ] is L p-Lq bounded
provided that 1 < p  2  q < +1, 1=p   1=q = 1=b, i.e., there exists a constant
C > 0 such that
kF 1[ f ]  ukLq  CkukL p , u 2 L p.
In the proof of Therem 1.1 it suffices to consider the case of t  0, because the
problem (L) with c(t) replaced by c( t) can be treated in the same way. Let us choose
a non-decreasing function  2 C1 such that  ( )  0 for j j  1=2, and 1 for j j  1.
In what follows we set K (t) = (1 + t) 1 for t  0.
Proposition 3.2. For any n  1 and p, q satisfying 1 < p  2  q < +1, the
following estimate holds for all t  0:
(3.2)




F 1

ei#(t)j j

1   


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
 C(1 + t) n(1=p 1=q)k'kL p ,
where C depends on n, p, q, and the norm kakL1 .
Proof. The estimate (3.2) with p = q = 2 follows from the Plancherel theorem.
Hence we may prove the case p 6= q. Passing to the transformations  = K (t) and
y = K (t)x , we have




F 1

ei#(t)j j

1   


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
= K (t)n n=qF 1[ei K (t)#(t)jj(1   ())a(K (t), t)'ˆ(K (t))]Lq .
Defining
Tr ,t := F 1[ei K (t)#(t)jj(1   ())jj r a(K (t), t)](x)
with the parameter r  0, we have




F 1

ei#(t)j j

1   


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
= K (t)n n=qkT0,t  F 1[ ˆ'(K (t))]kLq .
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Notice that the support of 1  () is contained in f 2 Rn; 0  jj  1g. Then the set
f; jF [Tr ,t ]j  lg is monotone increasing in r for each l > 0, i.e.,
(3.3) measf; jF [Tr ,t ]j  lg  measf; jF [Tr0,t ]j  lg, if 0  r  r0.
It follows from the estimate (3.1) of a( , t) that
measf; jF [Tr0,t ]j  lg  measf; jj  C1=r01 l 1=r0g = CCn=r01 l n=r0
for each l > 0. This together with (3.3) implies that
measf; jF [T0,t ]j  lg  CCn=r01 l n=r0 ,
and hence, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to conclude that the convolution operator with
T0,t is L p-Lq bounded provided that 1 < n=r0 < +1 and r0=n = 1=p   1=q, i.e., r0 =
n(1=p   1=q). Hence we have
kT0,t  F 1[ ˆ'(K (t))]kLq  CkF 1[ ˆ'(K (t))]kL p = C K (t) n+n=pk'kL p .
Thus we conclude that




F 1

ei#(t)j j

1   


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
 C K (t)(n n=q)+( n+n=p)k'kL p = C K (t)n(1=p 1=q)k'kL p .
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete.
Next we want to estimate the Lq -norms of Fourier transform of multipliers
F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )

(x).
For this purpose we will develop the stationary phase method, and need some lemmas.
The first one is a special version of well-known Littman’s lemma as follows:
Lemma 3.3 ([10]). Let n  2. Then for v 2 C10 with supp v 63 0,
kF 1[ei t j jv]kL1  Cjt j (n 1)=2
X
jjn
k


vkL1 , t 6= 0.
In order to state useful lemmas, let us introduce a non-negative function 8( ) hav-
ing its compact support in f 2 Rn;1=2 j j  2g such that
P+1
k= 18(2 k ) = 1 ( 6= 0).
Let us define 8k( ) = 8(2 k ), k 2 N, and 80( ) = 1 
P+1
k=1 8k( ). Then the function
80( ) has its support in f 2 Rn ; j j  2g.
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Lemma 3.4 ([2], cf. [3] (Lemma 1)). Let 1 < p  2  q < +1 and 1=p +1=q =
1. Then
L p  B0, p2 , L
q
 B0,q2 ,
where Bs, pr is the Besov space, i.e., the subspace of S 0 with the norm
kvkBs, pr =
(
+1
X
k=0
(2kskF 1[8k vˆ]kL p )r
)1=r
, r  1, s 2 R.
Lemma 3.5 ([3] (Lemma 2)). Let a 2 L1 and assume that
kF 1[a8k vˆ]kLq  CkvkL p , k = 0, 1, 2, : : : .
Then there exists a constant A independent of a such that
kF 1[a ˆv]kB0,qr  ACkvkB0, pr for r  1.
Now we are in position to estimate our Fourier multipliers.
Proposition 3.6. Let n  2, 1 < p  2  q < +1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1. Then for
all t  1, the following estimate holds:
(3.4)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
 C(1 + t) ((n 1)=2)(1=p 1=q)k'kH N p , p ,
where Np = ((3n + 1)=2)(1=p   1=q).
Proof. Let 8k( ) (k = 0, 1, : : :) be functions as introduced before, and we consider
the following Fourier images of multipliers
F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )

(x), k = 0, 1, : : : .
We divide the proof into three steps.
FIRST STEP: L1-L1 continuity. Notice that
(3.5)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
=




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

j j
 r a( , t)

 jDjr'




L1
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for all r  0. Passing to the transformation =(2k K (t)) =  we obtain
(3.6)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

j j
 r a( , t)





L1
= 2k(n r ) K (t)n rkF 1[ei2k K (t)#(t)jjvk(, t)jj r ]kL1 ,
where we set
vk(, t) =  (2k)8k(2k)a(2k K (t), t).
Notice that the functions vk(, t) have their supports in f 2 Rn; 1=2  jj  2g on
account of supp 8  [1=2, 2], and in particular, we have
vk(, t) =

8()a(2k K (t), t) for k = 1, 2, : : : ,
 ()80()a(K (t), t) for k = 0, on supp 8.
Then we can apply Lemma 3.3 to get, for t  1,
(3.7)
kF 1[ei2k K (t)#(t)jjvk(, t)jj r ]kL1
 C(2k K (t)j#(t)j) (n 1)=2
X
jjn
k


(jj rvk(, t))kL1
 C2 k(n 1)=2
X
jjn
k


(jj rvk(, t))kL1 .
Now using the estimates (3.1) we have, for k = 1, 2, : : : ,
(3.8)
k


(jj rvk(, t))kL1
=
Z
1=2jj2





(8()jj r a(2k K (t), t)) d
=
X
jjjj
C
,
Z
1=2jj2



 

(8()jj r )(2k K (t))jj(

a)(2k K (t), t) d
 C

X
jjjj
(2k K (t))jj.
In case of k = 0, (3.8) can be obtained for 8() replaced by  ()80(). Given t  1,
taking a least integer k0 such that 2k0 K (t) > 1, we have
X
jjjj
(2k K (t))jj 
(2k K (t))jj for all k  k0,
C

for k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1,
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and hence, we get, by (3.8),
(3.9)
X
jjn
k


(jj rvk(, t))kL1 

C(2k K (t))n for all k  k0,
C for k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1,
with a cetain constant independent of k. Thus we have, by (3.7) and (3.9),
kF 1[ei2k K (t)#(t)jjvk(, t)jj r ]kL1 

C2k(n+1)=2 K (t)n , k  k0,
C2 k(n 1)=2, k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1
for all t  1. Therefore, combining this estimate with (3.5)–(3.6), we arrive at the
following estimate for t  1 and k  k0:




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
 C2k((3n+1)=2 r ) K (t)2n rkjDjr'kL1 .
If we set r = (3n + 1)=2, we get
(3.10)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
 C K (t)(n 1)=2k'kH (3n+1)=2,1
where we used the relation H s, p  ˙H s, p for s > 0 and 1  p  +1. As for the case
t  1 and k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1, we have




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
 C2k((n+1)=2 r ) K (t)n rkjDjr'kL1
Thus, putting r = (n + 1)=2 we arrive at
(3.11)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
 C K (t)(n 1)=2k'kH (n+1)=2,1
for all t  1 and k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1. Summarizing (3.10) and (3.11), we conclude
that (3.10) holds for all t  1 and k 2 N [ f0g.
SECOND STEP: L2-L2 continuity. Noting




ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)




L1
 sup
2k 1j j=K (t)2k+1
ja( , t)j  C1
for all t  0, we conclude from the Plancherel theorem that




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L2
 Ck'kL2 .
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THIRD STEP. Interpolating between L1 and L2 (see [2, Bergh and Löfström],
we see that, for t  1,
(3.12)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
 C K (t)((n 1)=2)(1=p 1=q)k'kH N p , p ,
with Np = ((3n + 1)=2)(1=p   1=q). Passing to the transformations  = K (t) and y =
K (t)x , we have




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
= K (t)n n=qF 1[ei K (t)#(t)jj ()8k()a(K (t), t)'ˆ(K (t))]


Lq
for k = N[f0g, and hence, applying Lemma 3.5 to (3.12) with this form and returning
to the original form through the transformations  = K (t) 1 and x = K (t) 1 y, we get
(3.13)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





B0,q2
 C K (t)((n 1)=2)(1=p 1=q)k'kB N p , p2
provided that 1 < p  2  q < +1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1. Thus, applying Lemma 3.4 to
(3.13), we get the desired estimate (3.4). The proof of Proposition 3.6 is now finished.
It remains to estimate




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
near t = 0.
Proposition 3.7. Let n  2, 1 < p  2  q < +1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1. Then the
following estimate holds for all t  0:
(3.14)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
 Ck'kH ˜N p , p ,
where ˜N p = n(1=p   1=q).
Proof. In the following argument we need not Littman’s lemma (see Lemma 3.3),
and the proof relies only on the Littlewood-Paley theorem as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2. It suffices to prove (3.14) for p 6= q, since the case p = q = 2 follows from
the Plancherel theorem. Passing to the transformations =K (t) =  and y = K (t)x we
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obtain
(3.15)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





Lq
= K (t)n n=qkSr ,t  F 1[jjr ˆ'(K (t))]kLq
with the parameter r > 0, where we set
Sr ,t = F 1[ei K (t)#(t)jj ()jj r a(K (t), t)].
Recalling the estimate (3.1) of a( , t) we have
measf; jF [Sr ,t ]j  lg  measf; jj  C1=r1 l 1=r g = CCn=r1 l n=r
for each l > 0. Hence we conclude from Lemma 3.1 that the convolution operator
with Sr ,t is L p-Lq bounded provided that 1 < n=r < +1 and r=n = 1=p   1=q, i.e.,
r = n(1=p   1=q). Therefore we have, putting ˜N p(= r ) = n(1=p   1=q),
kS
˜N p ,t  F
 1[jj ˜N p 'ˆ(K (t))]kLq  CkF 1[jj ˜N p 'ˆ(K (t))]kL p
= C K (t) n+n=p  ˜N pk'k
˙H ˜N p , p ,
where we performed the transformations K (t) =  and x=K (t) = z in the last step. If
we combine this estimate with (3.15) for r = ˜N p and use the relation H ˜N p , p  ˙H ˜N p , p,
then we obtain the required estimate (3.14). The proof of Proposition 3.7 is complete.
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Combining Propositions 3.2, 3.6 and 3.7,
we get L p-Lq estimate
kF 1[ei#(t)j ja( , t)'ˆ( )]kLq  C(1 + t) (n 1)=2(1=p 1=q)k'kH N p , p
provided that 1 < p  2  q < +1 and 1=p + 1=q = 1. We go back to the representa-
tions for uˆ( , t) and uˆ0( , t) obtained in Proposition 2.2. Then applying the estimates
obtained now to the Fourier images uˆ( , t) and uˆ0( , t), we conclude the proof of The-
orem 1.1.
4. Lp-Lq estimates for the Kirchhoff equation
In this section we shall obtain L p-Lq estimates for the Kirchhhoff equation. Let
us consider the Cauchy problem for the Kirchhoff equation:
8
>
<
>
:

2
t u  

1 +
Z
Rn
jruj2 dx

1u = 0, (x , t) 2 Rn  R,
u(x , 0) = u0(x), t u(x , 0) = u1(x), x 2 Rn .
(K)
The global-in-time existence theorem is well-known from the following theorem:
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Theorem A ([20] (Yamazaki)). Let n  1 and s0  3=2. If the data u0, u1 satisfy
fru0, u1g 2 (H s0 1)n  H s0 1, fu0, u1g 2 Yk for some k > 1, and
(4.1) "0  kru0k2L2 + ku1k2L2 + jfu0, u1gjYk  1 for some k > 1,
then the problem (K) has a unique solution u(x , t) satisfying
(4.2) fru, t ug 2
\
j=0,1
C j (R; (H s0 1)n) C j (R; (H s0 1)).
Here
Yk := ff,  g 2 ˙H 3=2  H 1=2; jf,  gjYk < +1g,
jf,  gjYk := sup
2R
(1 + j j)k




Z
Rn
ei j jj j3j ˆ( )j2 d




+ sup
2R
(1 + j j)k




Z
Rn
ei j jj jj ˆ ( )j2 d




+ sup
2R
(1 + j j)k




Z
Rn
ei j jj j2<
 
ˆ
( ) ˆ ( )  d




.
Based on Theorem A, we shall prove here the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let n  2 and p, q, Np be as in Theorem 1.1. Then each solution
u(x , t) satisfying (4.1)–(4.2) in Theorem A with k = n + 1 has the following estimate
for all Æ > 0:
k
j
t 

x u(  , t)kLq  C(1 + jt j) ((n 1)=2 Æ)(1=p 1=q)
X
i=0,1
kuikH N p + j+jj i , p ,
for j = 0, 1, 2 and every multi-index  with j + jj  1 as long as the norms of data
are finite.
The definition of Yk is somewhat complicated. We make explicit some examples
of spaces contained in Yk .
EXAMPLE 4.2. (i) Let n  4, 1  p < 2(n 1)=(n + 1) and 1=p + 1=q = 1. Then
it was proved in [12] that
H n(1=p 1=q)+1, p  H n(1=p 1=q), p  Yk(p), where k(p) = n   12

1
p
 
1
q

> 1
(see also [21]).
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(ii) Let n  1 and k 2 (1, n + 1]. Then it was proved in [20] (see also [4, 7]) that the
space of [5, 6]
f(,  ) 2 H 2  H 1; khxikkH 2 + khxik kH 1 < +1g
is contained in Yk .
(iii) It was proved in [12] that
fhxi n , jDjhxi ng 2 Yn+2, and fhxi l , jDjhxi lg 2 Yn+3 for 8l > n.
Now go back to the linear problem (L). Let us introduce a wider class for c(t)
than that in Assumption A as follows. Given 3 > 1, Æ > 0 and n  2 we say that c(t)
belongs to K(3, Æ, n) if it belongs to Liploc(R) and satisfies
1  c(t)  3,
jc0(t)j  Æ(1 + jt j) (n+1) (a.e. t 2 R).
We shall prove here the following:
Lemma 4.3. Let c(t) 2 K(3, Æ, n). Then, for j j  1 and every multi-index 
with 1  jj  n, the following estimates hold for l = 0, 1:
sup
t2R
(e + jt j) Æj

al ( , t)j . j j l ,
sup
t2R
(e + jt j) Æj

bl ( , t)j . j j1 l .
For jj = 0 we have the estimates from Lemma 2.1.
Proof. Since j#( )j  1 + j j, we have, for jj  n,
Z
jt j
0
2

( ) d =
Z
jt j
0
X

j#( )jjjjc0( )j
c( ) d . Æ log(e + jt j).
Hence the proof can be done along the same line as in the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Based on Lemma 4.3, we can prove the following theorem by the same argument
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 4.4. Let c(t) 2 K(3, Æ, n). Let p, q and Np be as in Theorem 1.1.
Then for each solution u(x , t) of (L) the following estimate holds:
(4.3) k jt x u(  , t)kLq  C(1 + jt j) ((n 1)=2 Æ)(1=p 1=q)
X
i=0,1
kuikH N p + j+jj i , p
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for j = 0, 1, 2 and every multi-index  with j + jj  1 as long as the norms of data
are finite.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we have derived Propositions 3.2, 3.6 and 3.7.
But here, Propositions 3.2, 3.7 and L2-L2 continuity from Proposition 3.6 hold also for
our case, since the higher order derivatives of a( , t) (see Lemma 2.5) was used only
in L1-L1 continuity from Proposition 3.6. Hence if we study L1-L1 continuity for
t  1, we can conclude the proof of Theorem 4.4 for the estimate (4.3).
We prove
(4.4)




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1
 C K (t)(n 1)=2 Æk'kH (3n+1)=2,1
for t  1. Go back to the proof of L1-L1 continuity from Proposition 3.6 and recall
(3.5)–(3.6). Then (3.7) becomes
(4.5)
kF 1[ei2k K (t)#(t)jjvk(, t)jj r ]kL1
 C2 k(n 1)=2 K (t) Æ
X
jjn
kK (t)Æ

(jj rvk(, t))kL1 .
Noting Lemma 4.3 and recalling the choice of the integer k0, we get
(4.6)
X
jjn
kK (t)Æ

(jj rvk(, t))kL1 

C(2k K (t))n , if k  k0,
C , if k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1.
Hence we combine (4.5)–(4.6) to get, for t  1,
kF 1[ei2k K (t)#(t)jjvk(, t)jj r ]kL1 

C2k(n+1)=2 K (t) Æ , if k  k0,
C2 k(n 1)=2 K (t) Æ , if k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1.
Therefore, we arrive at




F 1

ei#(t)j j 


K (t)

8k


K (t)

a( , t)'ˆ( )





L1


C2k((3n+1)=2 r ) K (t)2n r Æk'kH r ,1 , if k  k0,
C2k((n+1)=2 r ) K (t)n r Æk'kH r ,1 , if k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1,
for t  1, where we used the relation H r ,1  ˙H r ,1. Putting r = (3n + 1)=2 for k  k0
and r = (n + 1)=2 for k = 0, 1, : : : , k0   1, we have the required estimate (4.4). The
proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete.
Once we obtain L p-Lq estimates for linear problem (L), we can also obtain the
same estimates for the Kirchhoff equation through the fixed point argument as in [4, 5].
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fixing the data satisfying the assumptions of Theorem A,
we consider the solution u(x , t) of linear problem (L) in Theorem 4.4, and define
c˜(t) =
q
1 + kru(  , t)k2L2 .
This defines the mapping 2 : c 7! c˜. By using the method of [21], we obtain
Lemma 4.5. Let u(x , t) be the solution of (L) with data satisfying fru0, u1g 2
(H s0 1)n  H s0 1 for some s0  3=2 and fu0, u1g 2 Yn+1. Then, there exist a constant
M depending only on n such that
1  c˜(t)  1 + kru0kL2 + M"0,
jc˜0(t)j  M"0(1 + jt j) (n+1),
where "0  "0(u0, u1) is the size of data (see (4.1)).
It follows from Lemma 4.5 and the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem that 2
has a fixed point in K(3, Æ, n) for suitable 3 and Æ, i.e., c˜(t) = c(t), and hence, (K) has
a unique solution u(x , t) as in Theorem A. In conclusion, it follows from Theorem 4.4
that the solution u(x , t) of (L) is a solution of (K) having L p-Lq estimate (4.3). The
proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete.
Final Remark. We can remove the constant Æ from the decay rate of Theorem 4.1,
if fu0, u1g 2 Yk for some k > n + 1 (see Example 4.2 (iii)). In fact, we can obtain Lem-
ma 4.3 with Æ = 0, and prove that jc˜0(t)j < Æ(1 + jt j) k provided that jfu0, u1gj( ˙H 1L2)\Yk 
1. Hence, by the fixed point argument, the decay rate of Theorem 4.1 coincides with
the one of Theorem 1.1.
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